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Fortune-Creating Homes in Queensland, Australia
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We mentioned in an article sent out on 29th Feb 2008 that the second Fortune Creating Home in
Queensland was under construction (see www.vedicarchitecture.com.au, Homepage, go to News
and Events). Keith and Robin Valentine have now completed their home and the builders – a
large company – were so impressed that they placed a 3 page article about the home in a
nationally distributed glossy magazine entitled ‘Build Home’. A professional photographer was
used to take photos (some shown here) and the article is in the December 08 edition of ‘Build
Home’ which is available in newsagents throughout Australia. The article discusses how the
principles of Vedic Architecture were incorporated into a Classic Queenslander design and
mentions some of the benefits of Fortune-Creating Homes.
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Keith and Robin’s home in the lush green hills of Maleny, inland from the well known Sunshine
Coast, is one of Australia’s most beautiful locations. The house and garage are mainly timber –
frames, trusses, floors and weatherboards. The floor is on concrete stumps enabling an impressive
plinth around the house, the ceilings are high giving a feeling of spaciousness and the steeply
pitched roof is Colorbond and incorporates a self contained loft. The hot water system is solar
powered and a grid connect solar electricity system will be installed soon.
Two other important and auspicious aspects of their Fortune-Creating Home are the kalash on the
top of the roof and the Vastu fence around the home, in this case a white picket fence.

The first Fortune-Creating Home completed in Queensland was built in 2006 by Stephanie Chambers near
Babinda (see www.vedicarchitecture.com.au, Homepage, go to News and Events). This home was planned
as one of 8 villas on 10 acres in tropical rainforest 40 minutes South of Cairns. Stephanie is currently at
Maharishi University of Management and would welcome some assistance to continue this project.
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Plans are well underway for another Fortune-Creating Home in Palm Cove, Qld (20 minutes
North of Cairns). This home will be a large holiday house available for letting and is one the most
popular and luxurious beachside resort areas in Far North Queensland.
See our website www.vedicarchitecture.com.au to view many other Fortune Creating Homes
completed and in progress in Australia and also portfolios of houses from our International Office
and the USA.
Healthy, Wealthy and Wise in Buildings built in accordance with Natural Law.
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